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Grey Python Spray Rose Combo Base
$175

Red Python
Fancy Orchid
$300.

Black/White
Wool Daisy
$50

Custom-Made

LOOK
Suits and Accessories for
Fashion-Conscious Men

Grey Viper
Gardenia
$400

In February, German
Designer Darkoh premiered its Fall/
Winter 2015 collection at Mercedes-Benz New
York Fashion Week. Darkoh is a young menswear brand
that combines aspects of custom-made tailoring, with advanced elements of retail merchandising. The philosophy behind
Darkoh is to make customized suits, combined with high quality suiting
fabric from renowned English and Italian mills available as ready-to-wear
product to the new generation of fashion conscious men.
Launched by German designer Joyce Darkoh in 2013, the label is derived from
her made-to-order suiting background. A graduate of Germany’s prestigious Modeschule Schloss Eller, Joyce has spent more than a decade refining the art of the perfect
suit, by catering to a large clientele with individual requirements. As a result, she has
become one of the very rare females in a male-dominant branch of bespoke tailors and
designers, who exclusively focuses on men suiting.
At the Mercedes-Benz New York Fashion Week, ornate lapel flowers adorned the
Darkoh suits. Delray Beach designer Hayes Hamilton created the lapel flowers. Hamilton specializes in custom accessories made from a variety of exotic skins. Each flower
is designed from either 100 percent authentic leather, natural exotic snake, lizard,
crocodile, or alligator skin. Hayes Hamilton designs are made for men and women,
and no two flowers are alike.
Depending on the material, the flower may be backed in suede or remain
unbacked. The flowers come in a variety of sizes and shapes for both men
and women. No two flowers are ever alike due to nature’s patterning of
the exotic skin and the petal combinations.
The square magnetic closure allows for the flower to be
worn on thicker materials and will not pierce any delicate fabric. They can accessorize suits, scarves
or handbags with a one-of-a-kind
darkoh.net
flower.
hayeshamilton.com
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